This article examines American films from the early 1950s which feature journeys to Mexico. Movies such as Where Danger Lives (John Farrow, 1950), Gun Crazy (Joseph H. Lewis, 1950), Out of the Past (Jacques Tourneur, 1947) and Wetbacks (Hank McCune, 1954) present journeys to Mexico as escapes from American life in which romanticised freedom is closely connected to mobility and automobiles. The article explores the connection between the films' cinematic vistas of Mexican landscapes and American tourism to Mexico in this period. Through their journeys to and across the border, these films call the wider relationship between the US and Mexico into question as national identities are constructed through travel, landscape and touristic encounters.
whole back-story, as it is revealed that she has spent years secretly sending money to a bank in Mexico City in preparation for her departure. This dream motivates her to pursue the charming Dr Jeff Cameron (Robert Mitchum) and persuade him to start a new life with her south of the border. However, she is not drawn to Mexico solely for touristic reasons. Lannington is also on the run from American police and Cameron becomes entwined in her criminal plot as she murders her older husband in such a way as to make the young doctor believe he is the culprit.
As they drive south towards the border the couple take on disguises, pretending to be runaway lovers on their way to be married secretly in Mexico. Playing both tourists and fugitives in the film, Lannington and Cameron are drawn to Mexico for touristic and criminal reasons.
The early 1950s saw the production of a proliferation of American films which feature journeys to Mexico like this one. One of the most prevalent narrative structures in these films 1 Implicit in Urry's search for contrast and breaks from the mundane is the need for an other to be kept fixed in place, an other which is often more traditional than modern
American society. This conception of tourism positions modern viewers in opposition to the primitive sights they gaze upon. Rather than using Urry's terminology of the 'tourist gaze,' which as Bronwyn Morkham and Russell Staiff argue, is reductive and collapses the relationship between different cultures, this article will seek to develop a conception of the touristic encounter through space and movement, and sites rather than sights.
2
Taking inspiration from Giuliana Bruno's move away from visual conceptions of viewing to one that is geographic, inhabited and mobile, tourism will be understood as a physical, spatial practice rather than a vision-based one. Following this spatial approach to tourism, the relationship between the US and Mexico will also be interrogated through ideas of space and cartography in the case study films as they present romanticised Mexican landscapes. These US imaginings will be examined through ideas of colonialism and cultural imperialism, specifically focusing on the spaces and geographies of the films. As Edward Said has argued, colonialism is always a necessarily geographic phenomenon. 14 The US and Mexico were also becoming increasingly interconnected through the growth of tourism. The late 1940s and early 1950s saw a huge rise in American travel to Mexico. Newspapers describe an 'amazing tourist boom' beginning in 1950, with more than half a million tourists crossing the border a year. 15 The explosion in journeys south across the international divide was in no small part due to the fact that Mexican holiday resorts began to be advertised to the general American public at this time. Acapulco played a crucial role in this discourse and newspaper articles such as 'Pesos go Farther at Story-Book Acapulco' and 'Acapulco -Resort City for Budgeteers' emphasised the fact that exotic resorts 'no longer should be considered exclusively the playground for those with unlimited funds.' 16 The fact that Acapulco was well known as a resort favoured by Hollywood stars was also emphasised in media reports and further demonstrates the complex role of the American film industry in US travel to Mexico. Additionally, the inauguration of the Pan-American Highway, at a time when car ownership was increasing exponentially, played a key role in opening up Mexico to ordinary Americans.
17
The then-748 mile highway was hailed as 'the only paved road reaching deep into Mexico,' which enabled the holiday to start 'the moment the border is crossed.' 18 These increases in migrant and tourist traffic across the border worked to enmesh and integrate the United States and Mexico in significant ways and, perhaps as a result, Mexico loomed large in the American cultural imaginary at this time.
Alongside the huge numbers of American tourists heading south, another important group of border crossers during this period were the US artists, writers and filmmakers who sought political refuge in Mexico. Mexico City was the destination of choice for many communists, liberals and left-wingers seeking to avoid persecution or prosecution in the US, and newspapers often featured headlines about the need to close the border to fleeing radicals. 19 As Rebecca Schreiber reports, early exiles included many African American artists who sought freedom from 'racial discrimination and political persecution' in the United
States. 20 They were followed by a large number of Hollywood workers who were blacklisted by the film industry, including screenwriters Hugo Butler, Dalton Trumbo, Gordon Kahn, Albert Maltz, and John Bright. 21 These cultural producers chose to leave the United States in light of 'government harassment' under Senator McCarthy's communist hunt, and fled the policies that could see them subpoenaed by committees or detained under the Internal Security Act. 22 Mexico was the country of choice because of its proximity, the lack of an extradition treaty, the fact that American citizens did not need a passport to cross the border (and anyone suspected of connections to the communist party would not have been issued a passport) and the cheaper cost of living. In his study of border crossers, Bender draws a comparison between fugitives and a very specific category of tourists, claiming that 'border fugitives share the ideal with the vice tourist of enjoying some pursuit -here freedom -that is less available within the United
States.' 27 But the parallel search for greater freedom than was granted in the US can be drawn between fugitives and tourists of all kinds. In Where Danger Lives, Borderline and Wetbacks in particular, Mexico is represented as backwards and primitive, and it is through this primitivism that tourists, fugitives and political refugees are adjoined as the country promises both exoticism and freedom from the law, order and politics exercised in the United States. As outlined above, this search for a contrast from everyday sights and sites is a crucial element of Urry's 'tourist gaze.' Implicit in Urry's search for contrast and breaks from the mundane is the need for an other to be maintained, and kept fixed in place; an other which is, in these films, deciding to head across the border to escape the police. When they attempt to outrun the cops in the film's final showdown, the film pauses on a sign indicating that the characters have headed into the Madera National Park. On this trip, however their car tears through the landscape, not concerned with exploring or appreciating its natural beauty but with escaping their pursuers, whatever the cost to the natural world around them. Driving too fast with dust filling the screen behind them, the characters ground the car and run it into bushes. Annie Starr (Peggy Cummins) and Barton Tare (John Dall) are dispatched by officers soon after, demonstrating that the correct, American way is to explore and appreciate the natural landscape not to tear through it out of control.
Building on Akerman's conclusions, this emphasis on tourism and touring in Gun
Crazy also implicates cinema in the production of a mobile, travelling American identity.
Examining the connections between cinema and earlier practices of spectatorship, Giuliana
Bruno has argued that '[t]he art of viewing followed the older touristic drive to survey and embrace a particular terrain: the compulsion to map a territory and position oneself within it.' These travelling protagonists participate in touristic encounters on their journey as they pass through two towns, pretending to be a couple on their way to wed in Mexico. In both places they are addressed as tourists, and the differences between the modern, vibrant city of San Francisco where the movie began, and these backwater borderlands towns become extant.
The film's opening in San Francisco highlights American modernity, as skyscrapers glimmer and traffic moves swiftly over a bridge outlined with lights sparkling against the night sky.
Scenes of the city buildings at night fade into one another, shimmering with the glamour and modernity of the metropolitan space. In sharp contrast, as the film approaches the border, the landscape becomes increasingly empty, dull and deserted. These small towns, one called 
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The fact that Wetbacks was filmed in Eastman Color was significant in creating its tropical atmosphere. The Eastman Color system was initially introduced in 1951 and by the mid-1950s it had overtaken the Technicolor process to become the 'industry standard'.
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Reviewers of early Eastman films found the colour system variously to be 'unreal,' with a 'predominance of vivid blues' and a tone that gave 'the players at times a super tropical tan.' 
